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If a gt!nualion sYSlt!1fI is 10 produCt! It!zt in rt!spo'lSt! 10 a gil>t!n COllllflunicatiVt! gool. il must ~ ablt! to 
dt!lt!rmint! what 10 includt! in its It!zt and how 10 organiu this infontlalion so Ihal ;t can bt! t!asi/y 
undt!nIood. In Ihis popt!'. a computational ",odt!1 0/ discourse slralegies is prt!st!fIIt!d thaI can bt! ust!d 10 

guidt! Iht! gt!nualion proct!ss in its d«isiolU about whalto say nUl. TIlt! modt!1 is bast!d on an analysis of 
naturally occurring It!zrs and ~pnst!nrs sITalt!git!.J thot can ~ ust!d for Ih~i! communicalil>t! goals: deline. 
compare, and describe. Wi! show how Ihis modt! /ras bun ilflplt!/IIt!nIt!d in TEXT, a sySIt!m which 
gt!nt!fOIt!S poTogTOpft-lt!nglh rt!spolUt!S 10 qut!sliolU about dOlobost! SITUCIUTt!. 

1. Introduction 

In order to appropriately generate natural-language text. a system must be able 
to determine what information to include and how to organize this information 
to achieve its communicative goal most effectively. While researchers in 
natural-language processing have investigated issues involved in determining 
the surface structure of a pre-determined message in natural language, prob
lems involving the content and textual shape of the message have gone largely 
unanswered. In this paper, a generation theory is presented that identifies how 
the content and organization of a text can be determined given a com
municative goal. The theory has been implemented in the TEXT system. which 
generates paragraph-length responses to questions about database structure. 

Our approach is based on the fundamental hypothesis that people have 
preconceived ideas about the means with which particular communicative goals 

• This work was done while Ihe aUlhor was a graduale sludenl OIl UniversilY or Pennsylvania and 
was partially supported by NSF grant II'MCS8\·U7290. Research in aniliciOlI inlelligence al 
Columbia Univenily is supporred by ARPA gran I NOOUJ9-84-C·UI65 and ONR granl NOOUI4-
82·K.Q2S6. 
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can be achieved as well as about the ways in which these means can be 
integrated to form a text. That is. texts retlect one or more principles of 
organization. The structure of a narrative. for example. follows certain stan
dard patterns. one of which dictates that it begin with a description of setting 
(scene. characters. or time-frame). A computational model of discourse strate
gies encoding text organization has been developed that is used to guide the 
generation process in deciding what to say next. The model was developed for 
three communicative goals: define. describe. and compare. It is based on an 
analysis of discourse strategies that are commonly used in naturally occurring 
texts for these purposes. 

Discourse strategies are only part of the generation method developed. 
Interaction with semantic knowledge about information relevant to the com
municative goal and how it relates to what has already been said is used to 
determine the final content and structure of the text. These constraints are 
captured in a representation of focus of attention. Focus of attention constrains 
the information that needs to be considered when deciding what to say next. It 
also provides constraints when the discourse strategy allows for several possible 
choices for what to say next by indicating which information ties in best with 
the preceding discourse. In this paper, focus of attention will be discussed only 
as it relates to the discourse strategies (for further details see [23. 24)). 

The use of a formal model of discourse strategies which interacts with focus 
of attention constitutes a departure from earlier language-generation systems. 
First. it specifies a mechanism for generating coherent text. This is in contrast to 
the majority of earlier systems which focused on the generation of single 
sentences. Of those systems that could generate connected text (see. e.g. [17. 
25. 35, 39». few have used a formal representation of strategy to determine the 
content and organization of the text. I Furthermore. the use of interacting 
influences on the content and structure is another feature of our approach that 
is lacking in other systems. 

2. Problems in Generating Text 

What must a generation system take into account to generate a text. given a 
specific communicative goal? The following questions at least must be con
sidered: 
- How do problems in language generation differ from those of language 

interpretation? 
- What is the range of choices a generation system must consider? 
- How does generation of text differ from generation of single sentences? 

Since less research has been done in language generation than interpretation. 
people are less familiar with its problems. Although there is research that 

I Th~ systems and Iheir differences (rom TEXT will be discussed in detail in Section 8. 
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suggests that the same information can be used both for interpretation and 
generation (e.g. (15. 40, 42]). there are some important distinctions that can be 
made about the processes required for each task. 

Interpretation of natural language requires examination of a text in order to 
determine its meaning and the intentions of the writer who produced it. It 
necessitates using the evidence available and examining the limited set of 
options the system knows to be available to the writer to determine the option 
actually taken. For example, in interpreting Example 0 below, a system would 
use the evidence that 'give' occurs in the passive form to determine that 
'book' is the object being given and 'Mary' the agent that does the giving. 

Example 0, Mary was given a book. 

While developing an interpretation system involves specification of how a 
speaker's options are limited at any given point (for example, by writing 
grammars). it does not require a formulation of reasons for selecting between 
those options.2 Thus, in interpreting Example 0, a system does not consider 
why the writer used the passive form as opposed to any of the other options 
available at that point. 

In generation of natural language. however. this is exactly what is required. 
To produce Example 0 in an appropriate discourse sequence. a generator must 
decide that although both the active and passive forms are possible, the passive 
is better than the active. Furthermore, the generator must have a principled 
reason for making that decision. which it can use in all similar cases. Where 
research on interpretation may describe limitations on options in order to more 
efficiently determine the option taken, research in generation must specify why 
one option is beller than others in various situations. l 

The options which a generation system must address range across a variety 
of knowledge sources. A language-generation system must be able to decide 
what information to communicate, when to say what, and which words and 
syntactic structures best express its intent. In the last of these stages. local 
decisions such as the syntactic choice shown for Example 0 are made, often 
using a grammar and dictionary to do so. Until recently. this has been the focus 
of language-generation research. But determining what to say and how to 
structure text above the sentence level also introduce language issues that must 
be addressed by any speaker or writer of extended discourse. These three 
classes of decisions are all part of the language-generation problem. 

1 Note that as interpretation systems become more ~phisticated. the analysis of reasoning behind 
the selection of .. choice may be helpful in determining the goals and inrentions of the speaker. 

J Of course, a robust understanding system must be prepared to handle any input. while a 
generation system may be limited in the type of language it can produce without causing the system 
to actually rail (although it may produce inappropriate output). 
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If connected text is to be generated, issues of discourse structure and 
discourse coherency and their influence on content are particularly important. 
For some tasks, deciding what to say may be fairly straightforward (e.g., a 
search of a ,database). while for others it may require more complicated 
reasoning processes (e.g., selecting information appropriate to the level of the 
learner for computer aided instruction systems). At any rate. it is clear that one 
of the first steps in speaking or writing is the narrowing of attention to 
knowledge relevant to the purpose at hand. For example, when asked for my 
opinion on punk rock, it would be inappropriate for me to start telling you 
about my favorite Greek classic, even if I knew much more about ancient 
Greek literature than about punk rock. Unless I wanted to compare my 
knowledge about Greek classics to some aspect of punk rock, I would be 
unlikely to even consider it in formulating my answer. 

After determining what information is likely to be relevant to its current 
discourse goal, a generation system must be able to decide what to say first. 
what next, and how to close a discourse. Order of information in a text can be 
crucial to a reader's understanding of it. For example, the sequence of 
sentences shown in Example 1 is easily understood, but if examples of a 
concept are presented before the concept is introduced as in Example 2. the 
meaning is unclear. 

Example 1. 
(A) Many sports are just a rich man's domain. 
(8) Skiing, golf, and tennis are cases in point. 

Example 2. 
(A) Skiing, golf, and tennis are cases in point. 
(8) Many sports are just a rich man's domain. 

Given that the generator is producing text and not simply single sentences, 
certain choices at the surface level are critical in order to produce a coherent 
text. The generator must be able to make reasoned decisions about when to 
use pronominal reference and about the syntactic construction that should be 
used. Examples illustrating these choices are shown in Examples 3-5 below. 
While a generator could arbitrarily decide which of these choices to select in 
any given situation, an inappropriate decision could easily be made without 
additional guidance. If the three propositions shown in Examples 3-5 are to be 
expressed as part of a textual sequence (Examples 6-8 below), then one choice 
in each pair is clearly inappropriate. 

Example 3. Lexical choice: bought vs. sold 
(A) Jane bought S3.00 worth of bobby socks from Michael. 
(8) Michael sold S3.00 worth of bobby socks to Jane. 
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Example 4. Pronominal choice: Linda vs. she 
(A) Linda flew to Washington. 
(B) She flew to Washington. 

Example S. Syntactic choice: passive vs. aCliL'e 
(A) John gave the book to Mary. 
(B) Mary was given the book by John, 

Example 6. 
Jane was in a hurry to finish her shopping. 
It was a chore she particularly despised. 
First, IJane bought $3.00 worth of bobby socks 

from Michael. 
"Michael sold $3.00 worth of bobby socks 

to Jane: 

Example 7. 

5 

We knew that Mary took the train to New York with Linda, but didn't realize that 

{
Linda flew to Washington from there, 
·she flew to Washington from there, 

Example 8. 
John bought that great new book on data structures. 
He read the first three chapters and then 

{
john gave the book to Mary . 
• Mary was given the book by John. 

3. The TEXT Generation Model 

Our approach relies on a model of language production which divides process
ing into two stages. The first stage determines the content and structure of the 
discourse and is termed the 'strategic' component, following Thompson [381. 
The second stage, the 'tactical' component, uses a grammar and dictionary to 
realize in English the message produced by the strategic component. This 
division allows for focus on the problems of determining content and structure 
as part of the strategic component.' The TEXT implementation includes both 

• Note that even if we bring Jane into subject ~ition stIli using the verb sell. the sentence is 
iniJppropriate in thIS sequence: • Jane wa~ sold SJ.UU worth of pnper goods by Michael. 

, A control structure which allows for backtracking between the tacticnl and strategic com
ponents (e.g. Appelt (21) would also be pos.,ihle. The approach we h:lve taken clearly 'pecilies 
how the planning of the text innuences the realization of a mes.~ge in natural language. 
BaCktracking would allow for processes that proouce the surface expression to influence the 
planning 01 the discourse. Our division of the processes, however. does allow us to focus on textunl 
organization, an issue which Appelt has not addresseLi. 
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tactical and strategic components as a second emphasis of the work is on the 
kind of information the strategic component must produce to allow surface 
choices to be made appropriately. 

The main features of the generation method developed for the TEXT strategic 
component are (1) the selection of relevant information for the answer; (2) the 
pairing of rhetorical techniques for communication (such as analogy) with 
discourse purposes (for example, providing definitions); and (3) a focusing 
mechanism. Questions are answered by first partitioning olf a subset of the 
knowledge base determined to be relevant to the given question (Determine 
Relevancy. Fig. 1). This partition is termed the relevant knowledge pool. Then, 
based on the discourse purpose and a characterization of information in the 
relevant knowledge pool, a discourse strategy encoding partially ordered 
rhetorical techniques is chosen (Select Strategy. Fig. 1; Section 5 describes this 
process). These techniques guide the selection of propositions from the rele
vant knowledge pool. A focusing mechanism representing immediate focus 
(Section 6) interacts with the use of rhetorical strategies to fully determine the 
content and order of the answer. It helps maintain discourse coherency by 
filtering the next possible propositions indicated by the discourse strategy to 
that proposition which ties in most appropriately with the previous discourse. 
The message thus determined is passed to the tactical component which uses a 
functional grammar [l5] to transform the message into English (for more 

FIG. I. System overview. 
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details on the tactical component see [3, 23J. This flow of control is illustrated 
in Fig. 1. 

This method provides the means for the system to effectively (and efficiently, 
since it first narrows the information to be considered to a small subset of the 
knowledge base) determine what to include in a text and how to order it. 
Moreover, in the process of determining what to say next, the strategic 
component produces information that can be used by the tactical component to 
select between the surface-level choices outlined above. That is, the tactical 
component can use the tracking of focus of attention to select, for example, the 
passive construction over the active. 

4. The Application Domain 

Most natural-language database systems have concentrated on answering fac
tual questions, providing answers in the form of lists or tables of objects in the 
database.6 To ask such questions, a user must already be familiar with the 
database. Several experiments [16. 36) have shown that users often need to ask 
questions about database structure to familiarize themselves with it before 
making requests about its contents. 

The task of the TEXT system is to generate responses to such meta-level 
questions. Three classes of questions corresponding to the three communicative 
goals have been considered: questions about information available in the 
database, requests for definitions. and questions about the differences between 
database entities. In this context, input questions provide the initial motivation 
for generating text. 

Implementation of lCXT used a portion of an Office of Naval Research 
(ONR) database containing information about vehicles and destructive devices. 
Some examples of questions that can be asked of TEXT include1

: 

- What is a frigate? 
- What do you know about submarines? 
- What is the difference between a whisky and a kitty hawk? 

The kind of generation of which the system is capable is illustrated by the 
response it generates to the question in Example 9 below. 

• Note that in some systems. the list (especially;n cases where it consists o( only one object) may 
be embedded in a sentence. or a table may be introduced by a sentence which has been generated 
by the system (12). In a (ew systems (e.g. (6. 16». a one· or two-sentence reply about the 
in(onnation in the database may be generated, but this reply is usually stored as 3 whole in the 
knowledge structure. 

1 Note that the system is nOl able to parse input natural.language questions. Instead questions 
mUSl be uked via simple (unclion notation corresponding to the three classes o( questions: (1) 

(definition (~». (2) (in(onnation (~». (3) (dilTerence (~1) (~2». where (~). (~I). (~2) are entity 
classes in the database. 
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Example 9. What kind of data do you have? 
All entities in the ONR database have DB attributes REMARKS. There are 

2 types of entities in the ONR database: destructive devices and vehicles. The 
vehicle has DB attributes that provide information on SPEED INDICES and 
TRA VEL MEANS. The destructive device has DB attributes that provide 
information on LETHAL INDICES. 

The knowledge base developed for TEXT is an enhanced database schema 
based on the Chen entity-relationship model (5J. It includes a hierarchy on 
both entities and attributes (part of this hierarchy was generated automatically 
[20]). TEXT uses this meta-level representation to answer questions. although in 
some cases the ONR database itself is accessed. 

S. Discourse Structure 

The use of discourse strategies implies that text is generated by selecting 
information out of the underlying knowledge base and ordering it. Textural 
order is not pre-determined by the underlying knowledge base. but is deter
mined at the time of generation by the discourse strategy used. This is based on 
an assumption that the structure of information in memory and the structure of 
a description of that information need not be the same. Note that although a 
person may describe the same event on several different occasions, exact 
repetition is unlikely. If the event is related for a different purpose moreover, it 
is even more likely that different information will be included. Experiments 
done by Chafe (4) support the assumption that a speaker decides as he is 
talking what material should go into a sentence. He showed that the dis
tribution of semantic constituents among sentences often varies significantly 
from one version of a narrative to another. 

The TEXT approach is also based on the observation that people follow 
certain standard patterns of discourse organization for different discourse goals. 
The production of narratives is an obvious example. A second example is the 
writing of short technical papers where people use knowledge about what 
normally goes into an introduction and which points a conclusion should 
emphasize. The discourse strategies used for TEXT were formalized on the basis 
of an analysis of naturally occurring texts which revealed a set of standard 
patterns. 

Earlier we showed that the order of a text can inlluence both its meaning and' 
clarity: if two sentences in a text are interchanged, then its meaning may be 
obscured. The discourse strategies we identify in the analysis specify order and 
content so that a writer's purpose is clearly communicated. That is. a writer 
uses such strategies because it makes it easier for a reader to understand a text. 
For a generation system, therefore. the strategies serve two purposes: they 
constitute a tractable mechanism which a system can use to generate text and 
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they specify an appropriate ordering that ensures effective communication of 
specific discourse goals. 

In addition to ensuring understandable text, the use of discourse strategies 
also implies that different descriptions can be generated from the same 
knowledge representation. Since the discourse strategies control what is said 
and how that is structured, different strategies can be mapped onto the same 
piece of knowledge base to produce different texts. This means that the 

_. knowledge representation does not have to be appropriately structured for the 
generation task in addition to meeting all the other demands which are placed 
on it. This is not to say that representation isn't important for generation. The 
organization of the text, however, will not be dependent upon a particular 
organization of the knowledge base. 

5.1. Rhetorical predicates 

The basic units of discourse strategies are rhetorical predicates. They charac
terize the predicating acts a speaker may use and delineate the structural 
relation between· propositions in a text. Some examples are 'analogy', 'con
stituency' (description of sub-parts or sub-types), and 'attributive' (providing 
detail about an entity or event). Linguistic discussion of such predicates 
indicates that some combinations of rhetorical predicates are preferable to 
others. 

The notion of predicates goes back to Aristotle [22], who describes enthy
memes and examples. predicates which a speaker can use for persuasive 
argument. Both Williams [41] and Shipherd [31], old-style grammarians, cate
gorize sentences by their function in order to illustrate to the beginning writer 
how to construct paragraphs all hough neither says anything about combining 
sentence functions to form paragraphs. More recently, Grimes [II] has de
scribed rhetorical predicates as explicit organizing relations used in discourse. 
Grimes claims that the predicates are recursive and can be used to identify the 
organization of text at any level (i.e .. proposition, sentence, paragraph. or 
longer sequence of text). but does not show how. 

Our examination of texts and transcriptsR has shown that not only are certain 
combinations of rhetorical techniques more likely than others, some are more 
appropriate for one communicative goal than another. For example, defillitivllS 
of objects were frequently provided by a principled combination of certain 
techniques, while a comparison of two objects used others. For the analysis. a 
variety of texts was examined - ten different authors. in varying styles. from 
very literate written to transcribed spoken texts form the basis of the study. 
Short samples of expository texts were used because of their relevance to the 

• Transcripls of mOlher-chilc.J Ji""ol!\u,~ [j21 providing Jefinilions of unfamiliar objecls were used. 
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system being developed. This also avoided problems involved in narrative 
writing (e.g .• scene. temporal description. personality). 

To do the analysis. each proposition in self-contained samples from the texts 
was classified as one of a set of predicates. The set of predicates was drawn as 
much as possible from previous linguistic work. Both Grimes' and Williams' 
predicates were used (Figs. 2 and 3). but these did not capture all the structural 
relations in the examined texts. so an additional three predicates were adopted 
(Fig. 4). 

The definitions of the predicates put forth by the authors were used to 
determine how to classify a proposition. These definitions were usually stated 
in English. For example. Grimes defines explanation as a proposition which 
provides the reason for which an inference (which can be implicit or explicit in 
the text) was drawn. Evidence. on the other hand. characterizes a proposition 
which provides support for a stated fact. Examples illustrating the use of other 
predicates are given in Figs. 2-4. While these definitions are not precise (see 

1. Attrlbutiv.: 
Mary has a pink coat. 

2. equivalent: 
Wines ~bed as 'grea" are fine wines trom an especially good village. 

3. SjMClftc.1lon (of g.neral fact): 
Mary is quite h~avy. She weighs 200 poonds. 

4. Explanation (reaaonlng behind an Interenca drawn): 
So people form a low self·image of themselves. because (/leir lives can never match (/le way 
AmericllllS live on (/le sCreet'!o 

5. Evidence (for a given fact): 
The audience recogmzed the difference. They started laughing right from (/le very first frames 
0/ (/lsi film. 

6. Analogy: 
You make it in exactly the same way as red·wine sangria. except that you use any of your 
inexpensive white wines instead ot one ot your inexpensive reds. 

7. RepreMftt.llve (Item repre .. nl.llv. of aMI): 
Whal does a giraffe have that's special? ... a long neck. 

8. Conalltuency (pre .. nl.llon of aub·p.rta or .ukl .... s): 
This is an octopus ••. There is his eye. (/lese arfJ his legs. and he has (/lese suction cups. 

9. Covllli.nc. (.nlltC8dent, consequent II.temenl): 
If John went to the movies. then he can tell us what happened. 

10. Altern.tlvn: 
We can visit the Empire State Building 0( ca.i it a day. 

11. Cau-'fect: 
The addilion of spirit during the period ot fermentation arrests the fermentalion 
dev~' ... 

12. AdY .... tlv.: 
It was a case of sink 0( swim. 

13. Interence: 
So people fann a low self·image of themselves. 

FlO. 2. Grimes' prcdicalC3. 
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Williams' predicates are illustrated by providing an example paragraph tram his text in which 
each sentence is ctassitied as one at his predicates. The ctassilying predicate follows the 
sentence. 

Comparison 
Generat-illustration 
Amplification 
Conctusion 

Topic 
Particular-illustration 
Contrasting 

"What, then, are the proper encouragements at genius? (topic). I answer, subsistence and 
respect, lor these are rewards congenial to nature. (amplification). Every animal has an aliment 
suited to its constitution. (general-illustration). The heavy ox seeks nourishment trom earth; the 
light chameleon has been supposed to exist on air. (particutar·illustration). A sparar diet than even 
this satisfies the man of true genius. tor he makes a luxurious banquet upon empty applause. 
(comparison). It is this alone which has inspired all that ever was truly great and noble among us. 
It is as Cicero finely calls it, the echo 01 virtue. (amplification). Avarice is the pain ot inlerior 
natures; money the pay ot the common herd. (contrasting sentences). The author who draws his 
quill merely to take a purse no more deserves success than he who presents a pistol. 
(conclusion):' 

FlG. 3. Williams' predicates. 

[13] for more formal definitions}. in general they provide characterizations of 
predicates which are sufficiently distinct to allow for classification. 

To classify a proposition, the text was segmented into clauses that could be 
characterized by one of the predicates. For the most part, a proposition cor
responds to a single clause in the text, but in some cases several clauses 
together better capture a predicate (for instance, see the text example for 
predicate 5, evidence in Fig. 2). In addition, the classification of a proposition 
was sometimes ambiguous between several predicates and for such cases. the 
single proposition was classified by all applicable predicates. 

Our analysis has shown that, with slight variations. similar patterns of 
predicate usage occur across the various expository texts. Four different 
predicate patterns were noted and have been represented as schemata. They 
are the identification, constituency. allribUliue, and contrastive schemata and are 
shown in Figs, 5-8. A grammar notation was used to represent the schemata: 
'{ }' indicates optionality. 'f' indicates alternatives, '+' indicates that the item 
may appear 1 to n times, and ,.' indicates that the item is optional and may 

1. ldentlne.tlon: 
EL TVILLE (Germany) An important wine village 01 the RhBingau region. 

2. Renaming: 
Also known as the Red Baron. 

3. Positing: 
Just think of Marcus Welby. 

FIG. 4. Additional predicates needed Cor the analysis. 
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appear 0 to n times. Each schema is followed by a sample paragraph and a 
classification of the propositions contained in the paragraph. ';' is used to 
represent classification of ambiguous propositions in the paragraph. These were 
translated into the schemata as alternatives. 

The identification schema (Fig. 5) captures a strategy used for providing 
definitions. Its characteristic techniques include identification of an item as a 
member of a generic class (identification). description of an ob ject's constituency 
or attributes (constituency/attributive). analogies (analogy), and examples (parti
cular·illustration/evidence). It should be noted that the identification schema was 
only found in texts whose primary function was to provide definitions (e.g .• 
dictionaries and encyclopedias). The other texts examined simply did not have 
occasion to provide definitions. 

The constituency schema (Fig. 6) describes an entity or event in terms of its 
sub-parts or sub-types. After identifying the sub-types. the schema dictates 
either a switch to each of its sub-types in turn (following the depth
identification or depth-attributive path) or can continue focusing on the entity 
itself. describing either its attributes (attributive path) or its functions (cause
effect path). The schema may end by optionally returning to discussion of the 
original object by using the amplification, explanation, attributive or analogy pre
dicate. In the sample paragraph, taken from the American Encyclopedia, two 
types of torpedoes are first introduced. Then. the steam-propelled model is 
identified by citing facts about it and the electric-powered model is compared 
against it, with a significant difference ciled. 

Identification schema 

Identification (class "" anribute/lunclion) 
(Analogy /Conslituancyl Anributivel Renaming/ Amplification)" 
Particular-illustration/Evidence+ 
(Amplification/ AnaJoqy/ Attributive) 
{Particular·illustration/Evidence) 

EJtample 

"Eltvifle (Germany) (1) An impot1anl wine village of the Aheingau region. (2) The vineyards make 
wines that are emphatically of the Aheingau style. (3) WIth a conSIderable weight lor a while wine. 
(4) Tau ben berg, Sonnenberg and Langenstuck ale among vineyards of note." (Paterson (28)). 

Classification of example 

1. Identification (class "" attnbute) 
2. Attributive 
3. Amplification 
4. P artlculat-iUuslration 

FIG. S. The identification schema. 
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Constituency schema 

Constituency 
Cause-effect 0/ AHributive 0/ 

{ ~th-identification/~th-aHributive 
{Particular-illustration/evidence} 
{Comparison/analogy}} + 

(Amplification/Explanation/ AHributive/ Analogy} 

Example 

13 

"Steam and electric tOf'J)edoes. (1) Modern torpedoes are of 2 general types. (2) Steam-propelled 
models have speeds 01 27 to 45 knots and ranges 01 4000 to 25.000 yds. (4.367-27.350 meters). 
(3) The electric powered models are similar (4) but do not leave Ihe teillale wake created by the 
exhaust 01 a steam torpedo" [91. 

Classification 01 example 

1. Constituency 
2. Depth-identification; (Oepth-aHributive) 
3. Comparison 
4. Depth·idenlilication; (Depth-aHribuHve) 

FIG. 6. The constiluency schema. 

The altriburive schema (Fig. 7) can be used to illustrate a particular point 
about a concept or object. The sample paragraph, taken from the Introduction 
to Working, attributes the topic (working and violence) to the book, amplifies on 
that in the second proposition ("spiritual as well as physical"), and in the third 
sentence, provides a series of illustrations. The fourth proposition selects out one 
instance as representative of the problem and the fifth amplifies on that instance. 

The contrastive schema (Fig. 8) is used to describe something by contrasting 
a major point against a negative point (something the speaker wishes to show 
isn't true). The negative point is introduced first. The major concept is then 
described in more detail using one or more of the predicates shown in the 
second option of the schema. The closing sequence makes a direct comparison 
between the two. This schema dictates the structural relation between the two 
concepts - the use of A and - A (not A) in the schema represent the major and 
negative points - but is less restrictive about which predicates are used than the 
other schemata. 

In the sample paragraph, the contrastive schema is used to show how people 
form a bad self-image by comparing themselves against those in the movies. In 
the first sentence, the movie stanuard is introuuccd (the negative point or -A). 
In the second and third sentences, real-life occupations and the feelings 
associated with them are described (the major point or A). This is done by first 
attributing the property of 'feeling degradeu' to people such as waitresses and 
then providing evidence for that sta,ement. Finally, a direct comparison is made 
between the glamorized occupations in movies and professions that people 
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Anribulive schema 

Attributive 
{Amplification; Restriction} 
Particular-illustration' 
{Representative} 
(Question; Problem 
Answer} 
{Comparison; Contrast 
Adversative} 
Amplificalion/Explanation/lnference/Comparison 

Example 

K.R. McKEOV.~ 

"(1) This book. being about work. is. by its very nature. about viotence - (2) to the spirit as well as 
10 the body. (3) It is about ulcers as well as accidents. about shouting matches as well as fistfights. 
about nervous breakdowns as well as kicking the dog around. (4) It is. above all (or beneath all). 
about daily humiliations. (5) To survive the day is triumph enough for the walking wounded among 
the great many of us" (Ter1<el 138]). 

Classification of example 

1. Anributive 
2. Amplification 
3. Particular·iI!uslration 
4. Representative 
5. Amplification; Explanation 

FlO. 7. The attributive schema. 

have in real-life9 and an inference drawn: "people form a low self-image of 
themselves". 

It should be noted that the patterns found are fairly unrestrictive. Each 
contains a number of alternatives. indicating that a speaker has a wide variety 
of options within each type of structure. Moreover. since it is difficult to 
precisely define a predicate. the interpretation of each predicate in the pattern 
allows for additional speaker variation. In other words. text structure is not 
very rigidly defined. It allows for more individual variation than does the 
structure of sentences, for example. 

Furthermore, the patterns are descriptive and not prescriptive. They identify 
commonly used means for achieving discourse goals. but do not dictate that 
these are the only means for achieving those goals. For example, the 
identification schema specifies one strategy for providing a definition. but it is 
likely that there are others. A mechanical device. for instance. might be defined 
by describing its function. 

• NOle that this statement could also be interpreted as an explarlalJOl'l for why people feel 
degraded and thus an ambiguous classi/ication was made. 
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Compare and contrast schema 

Positingl AltributJve (- A) 

{Mributive (A)I 
Particular-iliustration/Evidence (A)I 
Amplilication (A)I 
Inlerence (A)I 
Explanation (A)} + 

{Comparison (A and -A)I 
Explanation (A and -A)I 
Generalization (A and -A)I 
In terence (A and -A)}+ 
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"(1) Movies set up these glamorized occupations. (2) When people find they are waitresses, 
tney leef degraded. (3) No kid says I want to be a waiter, I want to run a cleaning establishment. 
(4) There is a tendency in movies to d89rade people if they don't have whit&-COllar prolessions. (5) 
So, people form a low self-image 01 themselves, (6) because their lives can never match the way 
Americans live - on the screen:' (Terkel (38)) 

Classification of example 

1. Positing (-A) 
2. Attributive (A) 
3. Evidence (A) 
4. Comparison, explanation (A and -A) 
5. Inlerence (A and -A) 
6. Comparison, explanation (A and -A) 

FtG. 8. The compare and contrast schema. 

Moreover, the schemata do not have the same binding action on the writer 
as does a sentence grammar. A text that breaks the rules specified by a schema 
is not perceived as 'illegal' or outside the English language, while a sentence 
that does not conform to a grammar is often recognized as ill-formed. Earlier 
on we noted that writers of short technical papers are aware of conventions for 
what constitutes a reasonable introduction. A talented writer, however, may 
purposely ignore such conventions to create a particularly captivating intro
duction. While such a text may be considered unusual, it would not be 
considered wrong. 

All this points to the fact that the schemata do not function as grammars of 
text. They do. however, identify common means for effectively achieving 
certain discourse goals. They capture patterns of textual structure that are 
frequently used by a variety of people (and therefore do not reflect individual 
variation in style) to successfully communicate information for a particular 
purpose. Thus. they describe the norm for achieving given discourse goals, 
although they do not capture all the means for achieving these goals. Since they 
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formally capture means that are used by people to create understandable texts, 
they can be used by a generation system to produce etf ective text. IO 

5.1.1. Schema recursion 

As Grimes suggested, the rhetorical predicates do function recursively, de
scribing the structure of text at all levels. For example, a single sentence may be 
used to attribute information to an entity or a longer sequence of text may be 
used for the same purpose. Our analysis of texts was made in order to discover 
just how predicates are combined to form longer sequences of text having 
specific functions. Thus, the resulting schemata describe combinations of pre
dicates which serve the function of a single predicate. For this reason, each 
schema is associated with the predicate whose function it serves. 

Schema recursion is achieved by allowing each predicate in a schema to 
expand to either a single proposition (e.g., a sentence) or to a schema (e.g., a 
text sequence). A text generated by applying schemata recursively will be 
tree-structured, with a sub-tree occurring at each point where a predicate has 
been expanded into a schema. Propositions occur at the leaves of the tree. 

Fig. 9 shows a hypothetical example of how schema recursion works. The 
identification schema is used in response to the question "What is a Hobie 
Cat?". The first step is to identify the Hobie Cat as a class of catamarans (1). 
To do so, a definition of a catamaran is also provided, assumillg that the 
listener knows little about sailing. The identification predicate expands to the 
identification schema, where the speaker identifies the catamaran as a sailboat 
(2) and provides an analogy between the two, which consists of their similarities 
(3) and differences (4). These two steps are dictated by an analogy schema. 

10 schema 

Identification -

Anributite 
Particutar-illustration 

10 schema 

Identification 
Arlalogy -
Particular·illustration 

Analogy schema 

Similarities 
DiHerences 

(1) A HoObie Cat is a brand of catamaran, (2) which is a kind of sailboat. (3) Catamarans have 
sails and a mast like other sailboats. (4) but they have two hulls insteac 'Jf one. (5) That thing over 
there is a catamaran. (6) Hobie Cats have a canvas cockpit connecting the two pontoons and one 
or two Salls. In The 16-ft. HOOie Cat has a main and a jib and the 14-ft. Hobie Cat has only a 
main. 

FIG. 9. Schema recursion. 

10 Nole Ihal white ~hemala are not grammars of lext in general. they do serve as a text grammar 
for Ihe syslem since Ihey de~nbe all possible texl struclure Ihal TEXT can generate. 
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After pointing out a catamaran to the listener (5). the text returns to the 
original identification schema to provide additional information about the 
Hobie Cat (6) and finally. cites two types of Hobie Cats, the 16-ft. and the 14-fl. 
(7). 

Although TEXT is capable of performing recursion in some instances. full 
recursion. such as is illustrated in the above example, is not currently im
plemented. In order for the system to be fully recursive, a schema must be 
written for each rhetorical predicate. Right now, schemata for only four of the 
predicates (OUI of a total of ten predicates) are written. (In the above example. 
the analogy schema shown is assumed to correspond to the compare and 
contrast schema. but this would require more analysis to verify). 

Another issue in the recursive use of schemata is the question of when 
recursion is necessary. Clearly there are situations where a simple sentence is 
sufficient for fulfilling a communicative goal. w"hile in other cases, it may be 
necessary to provide a more detailed explanation. One test for recursion hinges 
on an assessment of the user's knowledge. In the above example. a speaker 
might provide a detailed identification of the Hobie Cat if the listener knew 
very little about sailing. Tests on when detail is necessary are currently being 
explored by Paris [27J. In order to develop a comprehensive theory on 
recursion a full user-model [1, 26, 291 must be developed. 

S.2. Using schemata in the TEXT system 

In TEXT, schemata are used to guide the generation process in its decisions 
about what to say next at each step in constructing the text. They serve as a 
text plan. The four schemata which were developed from our analysis of texts 
(Figs. 5-8) are used as the basis for TEXT schemata. 

The schemata were implemented using a formalism based on an augmented 
transition network (ATN) [431. An ATN is a graph representation of a 
grammar and allows for actions on its arcs which may set or test various 
registers. The A TN formali~m was originally developed to parse sentences. 
When parsing a sentence, taking an arc involves consuming a word from the 
input string and augmenting a syntactic parse tree to include the new word and 
its category. 

For TEXT, an A TN is used to build discourse instead of a parse tree. Taking 
an arc corresponds to the selection of a proposition for the answer and the 
states correspond to filled stages of the schema. No input string is consumed; 
instead the relevant knowledge pool is consumed, although it is not consumed 
in any order and it need not necessarily be completely exhausted when the 
graph is exited. 

One major difference between the TEXT A TN implementation and a usual 
A TN. however, is in the control of alternatives. In the TEXT system, at each 
state all possible next states are computed and a function that performs the 
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focus constraints is used to select one arc from the set of possibilities. Thus, 
although all possible next states are explored, only one is actually taken. This 
differs from the normal Am where unrestricted backtracking can occur. 

Once a schema has been selected for a given response, the answer is 
constructed by traversing the schema, beginning at the start state. An arc's type 
determines how the system decides whether or not it can be traversed. There 
are five types of arcs in the TE.'CT A TN graphs: fill, jump, push, subr, and pop 
arcs. Fill arcs are used to represent the predicates of the schema. Each 
predicate has a function associated with it which 'matches' the predicate against 
the relevant knowledge pool and returns all propositions in the pool which are 
classified by the predicate. A fill arc is traversed if its predicate matches at least 
one proposition in the pool. On tra\'ersal, the matched proposition is con
sumed. 

Jump arcs function as they do in the original A 11'Is and are used to capture 
optional predicates. Subr arcs are used to allow for simplicity in the graph. 
They name a sub-graph and can be traversed if the sub-graph named can be 
traversed. Pop arcs indicate where a graph is exited and push arcs are used for 
recursion. 

Figs. 10-14 show the graphs that implement the schemata used in TEXT. TE.'<T 

schemata do not contain predicates of the original schemata for which no 
information exists in the database domain and are thus each subsets of the 
corresponding schemata which emerged from an analysis of the texts (see Figs. 
5-8). 

The TEXT id~ntificalion graph (Figs. 10 and 11) has as its first arc a fill are, 
emanating from the start state 10/11

• It represents the first predicate of the 
schema, the identification predicate. Following the first arc is an optional are, 
(subr Description/), which can be skipped by taking the jump arc also emanat
ing from state 10/10. The sub-graph labeled by Description/ (Fig. 11) 
represents the second line of the original schema, capturing three predicates 
that were present in the original. Following this comes at least one predicate 
from the Example/ sub-graph (that is, either particular-illustration or evidence). 
The Example/ arc leads to state ID/EX, from which the schema can be exited 
via the pop arc. Alternatively, additional Example/arcs can be taken by 
cycling back through state ID/EX or optional predicates from the End-seq/ 
sub-graph followed by another optional Example/. These last two arcs cor
respond to the last two lines of the original schema. 

Both the TEXT constituency (Fig. 12) and a{(ribUlive (Fig. 13) schema are 
modified versions of the schemata resulting from the text analysis. The con-

II The slales in Ihe schema are named following the normal A l1'4 convention. The name of the 
schema (here 10 abbn:viales identification) precede1 the 'r and the predic;ue arc most recently 
travened appean Ifler the slash (thus. 10/ names the initial st3te when no predic3te arcs have 
been trncned and 10/10 names the second slate when the odenuficabon Me of the idntllfica/iofl 
schema has been trave~d). 
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SU8R DESCAIPTIONi f-o __ 

EXAMPLEI 

SU8R EXAMPLE/ 

SU8R END-SEQ/ 

FIG. 10. The identification·schema graph. 

sliluency graph is optionally headed by an attributive or identification predicate so 
that it can be used for providing answers to requests about available in
formation or definitions. Following state CONST/INTRO, the graph mirrors 
the schema (Fig. 6). Note that two of the alternatives in the schema (cause
effect" and attributive") were eliminatell from the TEXT version and only the 
alternative beginning with depth-idenlilication/depth-attributive remains. Two of 
the predicatc~ from the last line of the schema (attributive and analogy) were 
included in the graph. 

The TEXT Q//ribUlil'e graph does not include the restriction, question; problem, 
answer, or adversative predicates from the original schema as there is no 
translation for these in the database domain. In adllition. the prellicate 
representative in the original schema was translatell as classification in the TEXT 

version and comparison; contrast as analogy in orller to make use of predicates 
alreally used. Only the explanation prellicate from the last line of the original 
schema was included in the 7E~T gr:lph. 
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FII.L. ATTRIBUTIVE 

Flo. 11. Idenlilicalion-5':hema sub-graphs. 

FIl.l. 

FILL. 
ATTRIBuTivE 

(END FOCUS SET) 

FIG. 12. The conslilUency graph. 

SET) 

K.R. McKEO\.VN 

FILL 
ATTRIBUTivE 

(NEXT SeT 
MEMBER) 
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FILL 
CLASSIFICATION JUMP 

Flo. 13. The allribulive graph. 

The compare and contrast schema (Fig. 14) wns modilled to allow for equal 
discussion of the two items in question. The contrastive schema which emerged 
from the text analysis called for contrnsting a major concept ngainst a minor 
one. The minor concept, had, in most cases. either been discussed in the 
preceding text. or was assumed by the writer to be familinr to the reader. No 
history of discourse is currently maintained in TEXT and no user model other 
than a static one is constructed. Thus. the system does not know whether the 
user has more knowledge about one concept than another and the comparison 
must be equally balanced. Equal balance is achieved by first providing the 
similarities between the two objects and then presenting their differences. 

The compare and contrast schema dictates a contrastive structure without 
specifying which predicates are to be used. To achieve this variation. the TEXT 

schema makes use of the three other schemata through recursion. A recursive 
call to a schema is indicated in the graph by a push arc. When another schema 
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PUSH IOENTI'I~ATION 
(SIHIU~ITIES) . 

K.R. McKEOWN 

SET ~Q~ • ENTITY SET FACTS 

PUSH IO[NTI'ICA~IOH PUSH 4TT~la~TIVE 
(VERY ~F'[R[HT). (VERY C~OS[). 

SET K'OO~· ENTITYl F4CTS 

SET (PCO~ • NEXT SET (POO~ • 
ENTt TY F4CTS ~EXT ENT! TY F4CTS 

PUSH 

COItSTITUENCY 
(CUSS OIFFERENCE)? 

FIG. t4. The compare ~"d contrast graph. 

is invoked. the knowledge pool is reset to the information relevanl for that 
portion of the response (this is indicated in Fig. 14 by the set action on each 
push arc). 

The TEXT compar~ and contrast graph uses the idenlijicarioll schema to 
identify the similarities between the two objects. The schema that is used for 
the contrastive portion of the response depends on the semantic information 
available about the two entities. Either the idenlijicarion, cOf1StilUetlcy or 
allribUlil)~ schema can be used and this depends on whether the two entities are 
very different in concept. very similar. or in between (as determined by the 
tests on these three push arcs). This point is discussed further in the next 
section which describes the selection of a schema. The compare and contrast 
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schema concludes with a direct comparison between the two entities via the 
inference predicate. 

5.2.1. Answering a question 

To answer a question. TEXT first selects a schema to guide the construction of 
the answer. An answer is then constructed by filling the schema. 

5.2.2. Selecting a schema 

In the 'TeXT system, association of strategy with discourse goal is achieved by 
associating the different schemata with different question· types. For example, if 
the question involves defining a term, different schemata are possible than if 
the question involves describing information. A summary of the assignment of 
schemata to question· types is shown in Fig. 15. 

On the basis of the given question·type, the associated schemata are selected 
as possible structures for the response. A single schema is selected out of this 
set on the basis of the information available to answer the question. This is one 
case where semantic information interacts with information about discourse 
structure to determine the structure of the generated text. 

In response to requests for definitions and information. the constituency 
schema is selected when the relevant knowledge pool contains a 'rich' descrip· 
tion of the questioned object's sub-classes and less information about the 
object itself. This is true when the questioned object occurs at a higher level in 
the knowledge base hierarchy than a pre·determined level. Note that the 
higher an entity occurs in the hierarchy, the less descriptive information is 
available to describe the set of instances it represents since the larger the class. 
the less common features occur across il. When this is not the case, the 
identification schema is used for definition questions and the attributive schema 
is used for information questions. For the question "What is a guided pro
jectile?" (Example 10) the constituency schema is selected since more in· 
formation is available about the guided projectile's sub-classes than about the 
guided projectile itself. while the identification schema is selected for the 
question "What is a ship?" (Example 11). 

The compare and contrast schema is always selected in response to a request 

Requests for definitions 
ldenlificalion 
Constituency 

Requests for IVlilable Informltlon 
Annbutive 
Constituency 

Requests lbout the difference between obJects 
Compare and contrast 

FIG. 15. Schemall used for TEXT qUe5lian-lypes. 
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about the difference between objects but the type of information in the 
relevant knowledge pool is used to determine which sub-schema path should be 
taken for the contrastive portion of the answer. When two objects are very 
close in concept (see [23]) the allribUlive sub-schema path is taken in order to 
describe detailed differences (Example 12).12 When the two objects are very 
different, the identification sub-schema path is taken in order to describe 
generic differences (Example (3). In other cases, the constituency sub-schema 
path is taken. 

Example 10. 

(definition GUIDED) 

; What is a guided projectile? 

Schema selected: constituency 

Message through dictionary. Entering tactical component 

A guided projectile is a projectile that is self-propelled. There are 2 types of 
guided projectiles in the ONR database: torpedoes and missiles. The missile 
has a target location in the air or on the earth's surface. The torpedo has an 
underwater target location. The missile's target location is indicated by the DB 
attribute DESCRIPTION and the missile's flight capabilities are provided by 
the DB attribute ALTITUDE. The torpedo's underwater capabilities are pro
vided by the DB attributes under DEPTH (for example. MAXIMUM 
OPERATING DEPTH). The guided projectile has DB attributes TIME TO 
TARGET & UNITS. HORZ RANGE & UNITS and NAME. 

Example 11. 

(definition SHIP) 

; What is a ship? 

Schema selected: identification 

Message through dictionary. Entering tactical component 

A ship is a water-going vehicle that travels on the surface. Its surface-going 
capabilities are provided by the DB attributes DISPLACEMENT and 

12 Nole Ihal. as currenlly implemenled. the sub·schema paths do not have access to a discourse 
history of what has been included already in the text. This means that in selecting the informatiun 
to contrast ((or example. an entity's allributes). TEXT may select information for one enl/ty thill has 
not b~n included for anorher. Thi~ can lead 10 In(lm~lics ~uch a.~ the last <entence of E~amrlc: IZ 
where the DISPLACEMENT of the cruiser and ocean e~cort :ire compared although the cruj,;er's 
DISPLACEMENT was never stated. The inclusion uf a discourse history is a topic for future wurk. 
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DRAIT. Other DB attributes of the ship include MAXIMUM SPEED. 
PROPULSION. FUEL (FUEL CAPACITY and FUEL TYPE), DIMEN
SIONS. SPEED DEPENDENT RANGE and OFFICIAL NAME. The 
DOWNES. for example. has MAXIMUM SPEED of 29. PROPULSION of 
STMTURGRD. FUEL of 810 (FUEL CAPACITY) and BNKR (FUEL 
TYPE). DIMENSIONS of 25 (DRAIT). 46 (BEAM). and 438 (LENGTH) and 
SPEED DEPENDENT RANGE of 420U (ECONOMIC RANGE) and 2200 
(ENDURANCE RANGE). 

Example 12. 

(difference OCEAN-ESCORT CRUISER) 

; What is the difference between an ocean escort and a cruiser? 

Schema selected: C & C-attributive 

Message through dictionary. Entering tactical component 

The cruiser and the ocean escort are surface ships. The ship's surface-going 
capabilities are provided by the DB attributes DISPLACEMENT and 
DRAIT. The ship has DB attributes MAXIMUM SPEED. PROPULSION. 
FUEL (FUEL CAPACITY and FUEL TYPE). DIMENSIONS. SPEED 
DEPENDENT RANGE and OFFICIAL NAME. Ocean escorts have a DIS
PLACEMENT between 3400 and 4100. All ocean escorts in the ONR database 
have REMARKS of O. FUEL TYPE of BNKR. FLAG of BLBL. MAST 
HEIGHT of 85 and PROPULSION of STMTURGRD. Ocean escorts carry 
between 2 and 22 torpedoes. 16 missiles. and between 1 and 2 guns. A ship is 
classified as an ocean escort if the characters I through 2 of its HULL NO are 
DE. Cruisers have a PROPULSION of STMTURGRD and a LENGTH 
between 510 and 673. All cruisers in the ONR database have REMARKS of 0 
and FUEL TYPE of BNKR. Cruisers carry between 8 and 42 torpedoes. 
between 4 and 98 missiles. and between 1 and 4 guns. A ship is classified as a 
cruiser if the characters 1 through 2 of its HULL NO are CL or the characters 
1 through 2 of its HULL NO are CG. The ocean escort. therefore. has a 
smaller LENGTH and a smaller DISPLACEMENT than the cruiser. 

Example 13_ 

(dilference DESTROYER BOMB) 

; What is the difference between a destroyer and a bomb? 

Schema selected: C & C-identification 

Message through dictionary. Entering tactical component 
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A destroyer is a surface ship with a DRAFT between 15 and 222. A ship is a 
vehicle. A bomb is a free falling projectile that has a surface target location. A 
free (ailing projectile is a lethal destructive device. The bomb and the de
stroyer, therefore, are very different kinds of entities. 

5.2.3. Filling the schema 

Each schema predicate has functions associated with it to define the type of 
information it can match in the knowledge pool. To construct a single pro
position, the functions retrieve information from the knowledge base and 
format it in an internal representation. For example, in the database domain. 
one way to provide attributive information about an entity is through the use of 
database attributes. The attributive function. therefore. when passed an entity, 
retrieves the database attributes for that entity in the knowledge base and 
constructs a list containing the predicate, the entity, and the database attri
butes. This list is an internal representation of the proposition. The attributive 
proposition for the entity ship is shown below along with an eventual English 
translation. The first element in the list specifies that this is an attributive 
proposition, the second that this proposition identifies database attributes, the 
third identifies the entity to which the properties are attributed. and the 
remaining elements itemize the actual attributes. 

(attributive db SHIP (name OFFICIAL_NAME) (topics SPEED_ 
DEPENDENT_RANGE DIMENSIONS) (duplicates (FUEL 
FUEL_TYPE FUl:L_CAPACITY» (attrs PROPULSION MAXI
MUM_SPEED» 

Other DB attributes of the ship include MAXIMUM SPEED. 
PROPULSION. FUEL (FUEL CAPACITY and FUEL 
TYPE). DIMENSIONS. SPEED DEPENDENT RANGE and 
OFFICIAL NAME. 

The predicate semantics thus defined (or TEXT are particular 10 a database 
system and would have to be redefined if the schemata were to be used in 
another type of system (such as a tutorial system). The semantics are not 
particular. however. to the domain of the database. When transferring the 
system (rom one database to another, the predicate semantics would not have 
to be altered. 

The schema is filled by traversing the graph. using the predicate semantics 
to select propositions Crom the relevant knowledge pool. Where several arcs 
emanate (rom a single s:a!e :n :he graph representation of the schema or where 
a single predicate matches more than one proposition in the knowledge pool. 
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all propositions are retrieved and the focus constraints are used to select the 
most appropriate proposition, thereby specifying which arc is taken. When the 
arc is taken, the proposition is removed from the knowledge pool. 

6. Focus of Attention 

.' As noted earlier, schemata are only part of the mechanism that TEXT uses to 
determine the content and order of its generated text. In this section, we show 
how constraints on how focus of attention can shift from one sentence to the 
next are used to determine what to say next in cases where the schemata do not 
totally constrain the system's choice. 

When producing a single utterance (as dictated by a schema), TEXT narrows 
its focus of attention to a single object in its pool of relevant information. 
Having made a decision about what to talk about first, TEXT must support that 
decision in succeeding utterances if it wants its text to be easily understood. 
That is, having decided to focus on a particular object(s), its utterances 
constrain the set of possibilities for what can be said next if the system is to 
avoid jumping around from one topic to another. These are termed immediate 
focus constraints since they apply locally between utterances. 

TEXT uses constraints developed by Sidner [331 on how immediate focus can 
shift or be maintained. Sidner showed that speakers can either maintain their 
current focus, shift focus to an item just introduced, return to n previous focus, 
or focus on an item implicitly related to the current focus. These constraints are 
used to limit the information TEXT considers when deciding what to say next. If 
its discourse plan allows for several utterances, the system only considers 
propositions that can be focused in one of these ways. 

Several problems arose in adapting Sidner's work to generation. Since it 
considered interpretation, there was no need to discriminate between members 
of the set of legal foci: when more than one possibility for immediate focus 
existed after a given sentence, the next incoming sentence would determine 
which of the choices was taken. While Sidner's constraints are sufficient for 
interpreting natural language, for generation a system must be able to decide 
which of the constraints is better than any other at any point. 

A preference ordering on Sidner's constrnints was developed for generation 
(see Fig. 16). The ordering suggests that a speaker should shift to focus on an 
item just introduced into conversation if possible. If the speaker chooses not to 
do so, tltat item will have to be re-introduced into convers;,ation at n later point 
before the additional information can be conveyed. If, on the other hano, the 
speaker does shift to the item just mentioned. there will be no trouble ill 
continuing with the old conversation by returning to a previous focus. 

Several consecutive moves to items just introduced are not a problem. In 
fact, consecutive focus shifts over a sequence of sentences occurs frequently in 
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1. Shill tOC\Js to ilem mentioned in previous proposition 
'2. Maintain fOC\J5 
3. Return 10 topic of previous discussion 
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4. Select proposition with greatesl number of implicit links to previous proposition 

FIG. 16. Ordering of focus conslraints. 

written text. If this rule were applied indefinitely though, it would result in 
never-ending side-tracking onto different topics of conversation. However, the 
model of generation assumes that information is being presented in order to 
achieve a particular goal (e.g •• answer a question). Only a limited amount of 
information is within the speaker's scope of attention because of its relevance 
to that goal (as defined by the relevanl knowledge pool). Hence only a limited 
amount of side-tracking can occur. 

The second preference indicates that a speaker should continue talking about 
the same thing rather than returning to an earlier topic of conversation where 
possible. By returning to a previous discussion, a speaker closes the current 
topic. Therefore, having introduced a topic (which may entail the introduction 
of other topics), one should say all that needs to be said before returning to an 
earlier topic. That is. one avoids implying that the current subject has been 
completed when, in fact, there is more to be said. If neither of the first two 
preferences apply then the speaker must return to an earlier topic of discussion 
(Preference 3), 

In cases where a speaker must choose between two propositions with the 
same focus. the preferences described so far proscribe no course of action. 
Rather than making an arbitrary choice, a speaker tends to group together in 
discourse information that is in some way related. When the system has a 
choice between two propositions with the same focus, it chooses that pro
position with the most mentions to previously mentioned items (Preference 4). 

This ordering doesn't dictate absolute constraints on the system. Just as a 
speaker may choose to suddenly switch topics, the system may choose to do so 
also. The ordered focus constraints are preferences which indicate the system's 
best move when faced with a choice. If the system's discourse plan indicates 
that no next choice meets these constraints, it will follow its plan making note 
of the abrupt switch in focus. This switch can then be syntactically marked by 
the tactical component to ease the transition for the user. 

7. An Example o( TEXT in Operation 

To illustrate how schemata and focus constraints determine the content and 
organization of TEXT'S output. consider the question "What is a ship?". The 
first step in generating a response is the construction of the relevant knowledge 
pool. immediately followed by the selection of a schema. For details on how 
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the relevant knowledge pool is constructed (see [23]). Here, simply note that 
the area in the knowledge base immediately surrounding the questioned object 
(the ship) is selected. The resulting knowledge pool contains all associated 
information about the concept ship (including its database attributes. relations. 
and superordinates and subordinates in the knowledge base hierarchy). A 
diagram of the resulting pool is shown in Fig. 17. While the details are not 
important. the reader should note that only meta-level information is included 

.. in the pool. 
To select a schema. TEXT tirst retrieves the set of schemata associated with 

the current question-type. a request for a definition. which includes both the 
identification and constituency schemata. The identification schema is selected 
since the ship occurs below a pre-determined level in the hierarchy. 

After selecting the identification schema. TEXT begins traversing the schema 
graph. The tirst arc dictates that a proposition matching the identification 

SURicE 
HAVE 

I 
DISPLACEMENT 

FUEl. CAP"'CIT 
FUEl. TYPE 
OFFICtAI. NAME 
MAXIMUM SPEED _-.1._- PROPUI..S tON 

FIG. 17. Relevant knowledge pool. 

DIMENStONS 
SPEED DEPENDENT 

RANGE 

MAXIMUM 
OPERATING 
OEPTH 

I 

'" UNDERWATER 
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predicate must begin the response. Accordingly, a proposition identifying the 
ship as a water going vehicle is selected from the relevant knowledge pool and 
is eventually translated as the first sentence of the generated response (shown 
in Fig. 18). 

(definition SHIp) 

: What is a ship? 

Schema selected: identificallon 

1. A ship is a water-going vehicle that travels on the surface. 2. Its surface-going caQabilities are 
provided by lhe DB attnbutes DISPLACEMENT and DRAFT. 3. Other DB attributes of the ship 
incfude MAXIMUM SPEED. PROPULSION, FUEL (FUEL CAPACIlY and FUEL TYPE). DIMEN
SIONS, SPEED DEPENDENT RANGE and OFFICIAL NAME. 4. The DOWNES. for example, has 
MAXIMUM SPEED of 29. PROPULSION of STMTURGRD. FUEL of 810 (FUEL CAPACITY) and 
BNKR (FUEL TYPE). DIMENSIONS of 25 (DRAFT). 48 (BEAM). and 438 (LENGTH) and SPEED 
DEPENDENT RANGE of 4200 (ECONOMIC RANGE) and 2200 (ENDURANCE RANGE). 

FlO. 18. "Whal is a ship?" 

Having traversed the first are, the system is now at state 10/10. The schema 
dictates that the system now has two choices: it can either provide a Descriptive 
proposition (by following arc subr Description!) or it can jump to state ID/DS 
and provide an Example (by following arc subr Example/). Since the Descrip
tion/ sub-graph has three arcs emanating from its initial state and the Example/ 
sub-graph has two arcs emanating from its initial state, TEXT has five arcs to 
choose from (representing the predicates analogy, constituency. attributive. 
evidence. and particular-illuslration). One of these, the particular-illustration 
arc, is ruled out on the basis of information in the relevant knowledge pool 
compared with the semantics of the predicate_ At this point, the relevant 
knowledge pool contains no information matching this predicate ll

• 

Since the schema does not constrain the system's choice for what to say next 
to a single proposition, the focus constraints are invoked to choose among the 
remaining arcs which match four propositions. (The four predicates, the 
matching propositions. the eventual translations of the propositions. and their 
foci are shown in Fig. 19.) Following the preferential ordering on how focus of 
attention should shift, TEXT first attempts to choose a proposition which allows 
it to shift focus to an element that was just introdllced and is a potential 

.) The semantics lor partlcul., .. IIuSltaUon dictate that an example Irom the database can be 
extrOlcted by instantiating database auributes already presented in the answer with VOIIUe5 lrom the 
database. Since no dalab:lSe allribules have )et been mentioneu. it is nOI possible to give an 
example OIl this point. NOle that the 5chem;ua say nOlhing about what conslitute5 an appropriate 
example and this is one area where fUlure work .s re4u.red. 
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1. Analogy 
(analogy rels SHIP ON GUIDED GUNS) 

The ship carries guided projectiles and guns 

focus ~ ship 

2. Constituency 
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(constituency SHIP (AIRCRAFT-CARRIER FRIGATE OCEAN-ESCORT, CRUISER, DE
STROYER) 

There are 5 types 01 ships in the ONR database: aircraft carriers, lrigates, ocean escorts, 
cruisers, and destroyers. 

locus ~ ship 

3. Attributive 
(attnbulive db SHIP (narne OFFICIAL_NAME) (topics SPEED_DEPENDENT_RANGE 
DIMENSIONS) (dupticates (FUEL FUEL_TYPE FUEL_CAPACITY) (attrs PROPULSION 
MAXIMUM_SPEED)) 

The ship has DB attributes MAXIMUM SPEED, PROPULSION, FUEL (FUEL CAPACITY and 
FUEL TYPE), DIMENSIONS, SPEED DEPENDENT RANGE and OFFICIAL NAME. 

locus .. ship 

4. Evidence 
(evidence based-db SHIP (TRAVEL_MODE SURFACE) (HAVE DRAFT) (HAVE DISPLACE
MENT) 

Its surlac.going capabilities are provided by the DB attributes DISPLACEMENT and DRAFT. 

locus ~ surface-going capabilities 

FlO. 19. Possible predicales. Iranslations, and foci. 

candidate for a shift in focus. The default focus·' of all but the evidence 
proposition is on the concept 'ship', which is the focus of the previous proposition. 
The evidence proposition however, focuses on 'surface-going capabilities', a 
potential candidate for a shift, and thus it is selected as the next proposition for the 
text. 

Note that the choice of the evidence predicate based on the focus constraints 
confirms the motivation for the rule that the system should shift focus if 
possible. It is quite natural for the system to return focus 10 the concept 'ship', 

•• Each predicate has a default focus associated wilh it which indic:lles Ihe predicate argument 
Ihat is most likely to be focused on. The default focus corresponds to the unmarked syntax 
associated with the predicating act. For example, the attributive predicate in its usual use attribules 
leatures 10 an entity or event. The unmarked use assumes an entity has been focused on: the entity 
is being talked about and some of its features are being described (see Sentence I below). The 
opposite case, of associating talked aboul fealures wilh a dillerent entily is less usual (see Senlence 
2 below): 

1. The chimpanzee has fine control over finger use. 
2. Fine conlrol over finger use is also common 10 Ihe chimpanzee. 
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which it does in sentence (3) of the text (Fig. 18) by including the attributive 
proposition it considered as a possibility for sentence (2). On the other hand, it 
would be awkward to shift at a later point in the text to the surface-going 
capabilities of the ship after continuing to focus on the concept 'ship'. This is a 
case where an opportunity to easily present information would be lost if it were 
not included at this point. 

The proct!ss continues from state ID/EX until one of the pop arcs is taken 
and the identification schema is exited. At that point the full message has been 
constructed and is represented as a list of propositions. The tactical component 
is then invoked to transform the message into natural language and produce 
the final text as shown in Fig. 18. 

To give a flavor of how this is done, the first two sentences of the answer are 
shown in proposition representation in Fig. 20 (further details on surface choice 
can be found in [23, 24]). Propositions are passed in this internal representation 
as input to the tactical component along with focus information, which includes 
the current focus of the proposition and its potential focus list (an ordered list 
of potential candidates for a shift in focus). The tactical component uses a 
dictionary to choose vocabulary for each argument of the proposition and to 
assign case roles. The predicate is always translated as the verb of the sentence 
and the choice of verb also determines which arguments of the proposition will 
fill the case roles of protagonist U and goal 16

• The representation of Proposition 2 
at an intermediate stage of translation is shown in Fig. 21. Here, the verb 
'provide' has been selected and the arguments '(HAVE DRAFT)(HA VE 
DISPLACEMENT), have been assigned as the protagonist of the sentence and 
the arguments 'SHIP (fRAVEL_MODE SURFACE), as the goal. The func
tion 'entry-for' indicates that vocabulary for these arguments will also be 
chosen by accessing their entries in the dictionary. 

PTopoaJtlon 1: 
(idenlilicalion SHIP WATER-VEHICU: (restrictive TRAVEL-MODE SURFACE) 

(non-reSlnctive TRAVEL-MEDIUM WATER) 
(non-restrictive FUNCTION TRANSPORTATION» 

Focus'" SHIP 

PropoalUon 2: 
(evidence ba.sed-db SHIP (TRAVEL-MODE SURFACE) 

(HAVE DRAFT) (HAVE DISPLACE.'AENn) 

locus - (TRAVEL-MODE SURFACE) 

FIt;. 20_ Propositions I and 2. 

"Of len referred 10 as agml. We are following Kay·s (lSI lerminology here. 
16 Oflen referred 10 as obj«1 of Ihe: sc:nle:nce:. 

.. 
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protagonist - (enlty-for (HAVE DRAFT)(HAVE DISPLACEMENT») 

goal - possessive = (entry-for SHIP) 
nnp - (f!!1try-for (TRAVEL-MODE SURFACE)) 

Flo. 21. Proposilion 2 at an inlermediate stage. 
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After vocabulary has been chosen for the remaining untranslated arguments, 
the grammar is invoked to fill in the syntactic details of the sentence and to 
order the constituents, producing the actual linear sentence. Here focus in
formation is used to make appropriate surface choices. For example. since the 
concept 'ship' was focused in sentence (1), reference to it in the second 
sentence can be pronominalized, resulting in the choice of 'its'. Tests are also 
made on focus information to select the active or passive construction, or a 
construction known as three-insertion. t7 The rhetorical predicates provide in
formation about the type of sentential connective that can be used. In this 
answer. the connective 'for example' in sentence (4) is selected on the basis of 
the particular-illustration predicate. 

8. Related Research 

By far, the majority of work done to date in language generation has addressed 
problems in the tactical component. This has included a system to directly 
translate a given semantic network into English sentences (34). Goldman's [lOJ 
work on lexical choice as part of the MARGIE system, Davey's [8] use of systemic 
grammar to generate commentaries on tic-tac-toe games. McDonald's MUMBLE 
[21] which includes a broad coverage of English syntax and employs a decision 
making process that takes into account many syntactic constraints on realization. 
and very recently. the work on NIGEL [18, 191 to develop a large linguistically 
justified grammar within a systemic framework. Without this earlier work in 
language generation. development of TEXT would have been nearly impossible as 
it draws on the results of this work for its own tactical component (in particular. 
the concept of dictionary developed by bOlh Goldman and McDonald). These 
works have very little to say, however. about the issues that were of particular 
concern in TEXT: determining the content and organization of a text. 

Work on planning and generation bears more closely on the problem of 
content. Cohen [7] addressed the problem of planning speech acts in response 
to a user's question. His system, OSCAR. could select a speech act and specify the 
propositional content of the act. Appelt [21 colltinued in this vein by showillg that 
the planning formalism could be used for determining Ihe lexical and syntactic 
structure of Ihe text as well as the content. One of the major departures of 

17 E.g., There are two types of guided projectives in the ONR Llatabase: turpeLioes and missiles. 
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Appelt's work is its refutation of the 'conduit metaphor'. While other gener:ltion 
systems have assumed a separation between the process of deciding what to say 
and how to say it, Appelt's work is based on the hypothesis that decisions made in 
the lowest level of the language generation process can influence decisions about 
what to say.tl Both Appelt's and Cohen's work, however, deals with single
sentence generation for the most part. Theirwork does not address the problem of 
organizing it appropriately for text. 

Two of the earlier systems that were capable of producing text emphasized 
not the problem of text generation, but the type of knowledge needed in order 
to produce appropriate text. Swartout [35] examined the problem of knowledge 
needed for generation in the context of a medical consultation system. He 
showed that knowledge conveniently represented in order to efficiently arrive 
at a medical diagnosis, may not allow for the generation of understandable 
explanations about the system's reasoning. He developed a representation 
appropriate for explaining the expert system's reasoning which was used for the 
generation of explanations. His main concern, however, was with the knowledge 
representation and not with the generation process. 

Meehan was also interested in the problem of knowledge needed for 
generation as part of his work on the story-generation system TALESPIN [25]. 
TALESPIN was capable of producing simple short stories about persons (or 
anthropomorphic animals) making plans to achieve goals and their frustrations 
while achieving those goals. Meehan was most concerned with the planning 
aspects of the program and the knowledge needed to select pl:lns for the 
characters, although his system could produce multi-sentence descriptions of 
the characters and their actions. 

Mann and Moore [17J were interested in the specific problems that arise in 
the generation of multi-sentential strings, They developed the Knowledge 
Delivery System (KDS) which could produce a par:lgraph providing instructions 
about what to do in case of a fire alarm, Their system relies on hill-climbing 
techniques to produce optimal text and does not use knowledge about dis
course structure. Another dr:twback to their system is the fact that it operates 
in the very limited domain of the fire-alarm system. 

One advantage to KDS is its ability to do continual re-editing of the text to 
produce the final version. TEXT cannot cvalu:lte its own text and clearly this is 
an important facility which must eventually be developed. KDS uses heuristics 
to do its re-evaluation, however, and has not been used to produce a wide 
range of texts. In contrast, ~ makes its decisions about ordering on the basis 
of rhetorical strategies that are commonly used for particular discourse goals, 

II ~ is based on a generation model which does assume s<:par3tion, a model thaI was adopted 
to allow (ocus on Ihe problems o( the strategic componenl. Some o( the integral ion thaI Appell 
prol'O'CS could be achie ... ed by introducing backtracking belween the IWO components. It should be 
nOled, however, thaI while m",1 researchers agree thai there must be inleraction between the IWO 
processes, exactly how Ihal inleraclion should be achle ... ed is slIlI an open question. 
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Of previous work on text generation, Weiner's work (39) is most similar to 
TEXT. He is also interested in the structure of text, although he focuses on 
explanations in particular. He proposes an explanation grammar which is 
similar to our use of schemata in that it dictates what orderings of propositions 
are possible, it captures the hierarchical structure of text, and the kernels of the 
grammar (e.g., statement, reason) are at the same level of granularity as the 
predicates used for TEXT. Furthermore, he also incorporates the notion of focus 
of attention by maintaining a pointer to the proposition in focus at each point 
in the explanation. 

Weiner proposes that a person may justify a statement in one of three ways: 
(1) by providing a reason; 
(2) by providing supporting examples; 
(3) by providing alternatives, all of which are shown as inadequate except the 

alternative which supports the statement. 
Thus, he uses basically four 'predicates' (statement, reason, example, and 

alternative), along with a number of subordinators such as and/or and if/then. 
Since explanations are frequently embedded, a statement followed by a reason 
may in turn function as the reason for another statement. To account for this, 
his grammar rules generate tree structures, which may be transformed by 
transformational rules, to generate the hierarchical structure representing the 
surface explanation. At each point in the explanation, one node of the tree is 
singled out as the focused node. 

While the approach taken in TEXT is compatible with Weiner's, the theory of 
textural structure as captured in TEXT goes considerably beyond their for
mulation in the following ways: in TEXT, strategies are associated with difTerent 
discourse goals, while in Weiner's system the grammars were developed only 
for justification: TEXT uses a greater number of predicates in schemata than 
does Weiner: the schemata used for TEXT capture a notion of variability which 
is resolved by other influences on the text, such as focus of attention and 
underlying semantic information; and finally, the specification of focus of 
attention and its interaction with the schemata is much more detailed in TEXT, 

as an argument of a proposition is identified as its focus, while in Weiner's 
work, an entire proposition is focused upon. 

One other piece of work, from psychology, should also be mentioned. 
Rumelharfs story grammars [30] are similar to schemata as they describe 
textual structure for stories. He uses the grammars to recognize the underlying 
structure of a story, as opposed to generating it, and to suggest a memory 
organization which summarizes the important events of a story. Thus, his 
purpose in developing the grammars were different from ours. Rumelhart's 
grammars also differ from schemata in that they include both a structural and a 
semantic component, the non-terminals of the grammar (e.g., setting, episode, 
event) do not correspond to the rhetorical predicates used for TEXT, and he 
captures the structure of narratives, while we are more interested in the 
structure of descriptions. 
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In sum then, very little previous work touches directly on the issues ad
dressed in TEXT. TEXT differs from those few that do by providing a detailed 
computational model of discourse strategies that interact with focus of atten
tion to produce the final text. 

9. An Evaluation of Responses Generated by TEXT 

To illustrate how our generation principles have been successful in producing 
coherent texts, as well as to identify defects in the text, consider the text 
generated in response to the question "What is a guided projectile?" (shown in 
Example 14). This text is representative of the range of generation TEXT can 
produce. 

Example 14. 
(1) A guided projectile is a projectile that is self-propelled. (2) There are 2 
types of guided projectiles in the ONR database: torpedoes and missiles. (3) 
The missile has a target location in the air or on the earth's surface. (4) The 
torpedo has an underwater target location. (5) The missile's target location is 
indicated by the DB attribute DESCRIPTION and the missile's flight capabili
ties are provided by the DB attribute ALTITUDE. (6) TIle torpedo's under
water capabilities are provided by the DB attributes under DEPTH (for 
example, MAXIMUM OPERA TINO DEPTH). (7) The guided projectile has 
DB attributes TIME TO TARGET & UNITS, HORZ RANGE & UNITS and 
NAME. 

The overall structure of the text is dictated by the constituellcy schema and 
the paragraph is bracketed by discussion of the guided projectile (first and last 
sentence), The inner portion of the lext relates the guided projectile to its 
sub-classes and discusses each of these in turn. The overall structure is thus 
nicely balanced, providing a clear organizational framework for the reader. 

Now consider the content of the text. The system has correctly, although not 
surprisingly, included only information that is directly or indirectly related to 
the guided projectile. This is the result of using the relevant knowledge pool. 
More significant, of all the information that could have been included from 
information related to the guided projectile, the system has selected only that 
which directly supports its goal of defining the object. Of 11 pieces of 
information related to the guided projectile (Fig. 22), the system has chosen to 
include only 5 pieces of information (i.e .• its superordinate (sentence I), its 
sub-classes (sentence 2). and 3 of its attributes (sentence 7». Of 26 pieces of 
information associated with the missile and at least that many for the torpedo, 
the system has chosen to select only 2 for the torpedo and 4 for the missile (1 
defining attribute and 1 database attribute for the torpedo and 2 defining 
attributes for the missile). This is due partly to the use of the constituency 
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An English Irans/;ltion ot these 11 pieces is:' 
1. The guided projectile is a sell-propelled projectile. 
2. AltIibtJtes relating to self-propulsion include FUSE TYPE (possessed by the torpedo). 
3. The DB altnbute SPEED INDICES (possessed by the missile) also indicate properties 01 

self-propulsion. 
4-9. II has 6 DB attributes associated with it (counted here as 6 pieces 01 intormation): HORZ 

RANGE & UNITS. TIME TO TARGET & UNITS. HORZ RANGE. HORZ RANGE UNITS. 
TIME TO TARGET. TIME TO TARGET UNITS. 

10. h is carried by water-going vehicles. 
11. There are two types ot guided projectiles: missiles and torpedoes. 

FIG. 22. 

schema. It determines that the superordinate of the guided projectile should be 
identified. its sub-classes described. and that defining attributes of both the 
missile and torpedo should be included (sentences 3 and 4). The focus con
straints also play a role in the selection of information. They ensure. for 
example, that when database attributes are selected for sentences 5 and 6, only 
attributes are selected that support the definitional attributes presented in the 
previous sentences. 

The surface text is influenced by the focus constraints such that constructions 
are selected that increase coherency. In this particular text, the use of there
insertion in sentence (2) was selected on the basis of an introduction of a set 
into focus. Similarly. the passive is used in sentences (5) and (6) to allow 
continued focus on the missile and torpedo. In some texts, the use of a 
particular rhetorical technique will force the selection of a sentential con
nective. This does not occur in this text. 

Many of the defects of the text are due to limitations in the surface text 
generator (i.e., the tactical component). The text could be improved. for 
example, by combining sentence!'; (2) and (3). emphasizing the contrast (e.g .. 
"The missile has a target location in thl! air or on the earth's surface while the 
torpedo has an underwater target location."). Alternatively. the switch in focus 
back to the guided projectile could be more clearly signalled. at the same time 
linking the proposition to previously conveyed information by using a phrasing 
such as "The DB attributes common to all guided projectiles include ... ". The 
generation of more sophisticated phrasings such as these requires further 
theoretical work for the tactical component. addressing the question of why these 
phrasings are preferable to others. 

On the organizational level, improvement could be achieved by grouping 
together statements about the missile and statements about the torpedo. This 
would involve a change to the constituency schema so that the system could 
group together statements about an element of a set when more than one 
statement occurs. Such a change would allow the tactical component to 
pronominalize second references to both the missile and the torpedo, thus 
reducing some of the ponderous feeling of the text. 
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More significant improvements to the text can only be made by dramatical1y 
improving the capabilities of the system. Some of these facilities would include 
inferencing (e.g., if the system can recognize and state the target location of the 
missile and torpedo. it should be able to infer that although both weapons have 
a target location. the exact location differs). varying detail (e.g., do al1 readers 
need to know about missiles and torpedoes or would the information about the 
guided projectile alone be sUlficient? - see [27]), and finer determination of 
relevance (e.g .• if the reader already knows about bombs, a guided projectile 
should be compared against this existing knowledge, requiring the system to 
elaborate further on the fact that guided projectiles are self-propel1ed. while 
bombs are not). 

10. Future Dil'e(:tions 

One of the tenets of this research has been that the final structure of a text is 
influenced by interactions between different sources of information. one of 
which is a speaker's knowledge about usual strategies for communication as 
encoded by the schemata. In the 1B(1' system as currently implemented, the 
final structure of the text is also influenced by the semantics of what is to be 
said (affecting which schema is selected for the answer and which predicates of 
the schema can be instantiated) and constraints on how focus of attention can 
shift_ One influence on the final structure of the text which was not taken into 
account is a model of the user. Information about the user could be taken into 
account when determining which alternative to fol1ow in a schema (thUS. a 
proposition could be selected if it was determined to be most appropriate for 
the given user). An analysis is currently being made of the ways in which 
information about a particular user affects the level of detail needed in a 
response [24. 27). 

Another current direction of research is an analysis of how and when global 
focus can shift in conjunction with the recursive use of the schemata. This is 
also expected to rely in part on a model of the user. Other open questions for 
the use of focusing concerns the nature of the mechanisms for maintaining and 
shifting immediate focus. More complex structures may be needed for some 
situations. For example. a speaker may introduce an item into conversation. 
but specify that he will continue to talk about it at a later point (see (14)). 

11. Conclusions 

The use of rhetorical strategies and a focusing mechanism provides a com
putationally tractable method for determining what to include in a text and 
how to organize it. This goes beyond earlier work in generation by examining 
production strategies for satisfying a particular goal (in this case. responding to 
one of three classes of questions). The generation method described not only 
provides methods for determining high-level choices about order and content, 
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but it also provides information that can be used by the tactical component to 
make decisions about various surface level choices. 

The use of schemata to encode knowledge about discourse structure 
embodies a computational treatment of rhetorical strategies that can be used to 
guide the generation process. This reflects the hypothesis that the generation 
process does not simply trace the knowledge representation to produce text. 
but instead uses communicative strategies that people are familiar with. This 
has the consequence that the same information can be described in different 
ways for different discourse purposes. 

The use of a focusing mechanism as well as the schemata illustrates how the 
final structure and content of a text is influenced by an interaction between 
structural and semantic constraints. In the TEXT system. semantic constraints are 
provided by the relevant knowledge pool. It constrains the possible content of the 
text to a small subset of the entire knowledge base. A preferential ordering on 
immediate focus constrains possibilities for further utterances on the basis of what 
has already been said. The interaction of focus constraints with the schemata 
allows for the construction of a greater variety of paragraph-length responses to 
questions about database structure. 
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